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Note on the Manuscript Withdrawl
Zhangyang Wang
With the agreement of my coauthors, I would like to withdraw the manuscript “Stacked Approxi-
mated Regression Machine: A Simple Deep Learning Approach”. Some experimental procedures
were not included in the manuscript, which makes a part of important claims not meaningful.
In the relevant research, I was solely responsible for carrying out the experiments; the other coau-
thors joined in the discussions leading to the main algorithm. Therefore, the fault lies solely upon
me, and I would like to apologize.
The important experiment detail was missed in the original manuscript:
• In Section 5.3, one ARM/layer was trained with 0.5% of the original training set. However,
the small training set was not drawn completely randomly.
To obtain the reported SARM performance, for each layer a number of candidate 0.5%
subsets were drawn and tried, and the best performer was selected; the candidate search
may become nearly exhaustive. The process further repeated for each layer.
In all, while it is all possible to construct a SARM-VGG model in hours, by choosing all
subsets randomly, the performance will not be guaranteed. The current implementation for
SARM-VGG will bring in dramatically higher complexity and can take multiple days.
The manuscript is also accompanied with several potentially misleading descriptions, such as:
• A popular confusion is that the entire SARM-VGG model was trained on 0.5% of the
original training set. That is not correct: we used 0.5% for each layer.
• The SARM-VGG model, even not tuned jointly by back-propagation, needs to at least learn
its last classification layer, with all the labeled data from the original training set.
Those may have caused significant misjudgment of the work’s value, and have confused readers.
To this end, I have discussed with other co-authors and decided to withdraw this manuscript for
the moment. I would like to emphasize again that my co-authors were not aware of the missing
information.
I will continue to improve SARM, to make it both faster and more accurate. I am confident about
the technical merit of SARM, as well as the promise of this research direction. In the future, I will
release a software package for public verification, along with a more detailed technical report. After
that, I will consider re-submission to a later venue.
